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1. ACADEMIC INFORMATION
1.1. INFORMATION ABOUT THE IPVC
The Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo (IPVC) is a relatively new higher education institution (created in 1980)
that has developed rapidly over the last few years to become a major provider of higher education in peripheral
northern Portugal. Its location in rural northern Portugal has resulted in its developing a clear focus upon strategies
for regional development.

The main aim of the IPVC is to provide opportunities for quality human, cultural, scientific, technical and professional
training. In order to achieve this, there is an emphasis on carrying out relevant research and cooperating with the
community, above all with the business sector, in a permanent dialogue and reciprocal appreciation.
IPVC has made tremendous effort in establishing partnerships with other European Institutions and is acknowledged
nationally as a leading institution of research and development.

IPVC has six schools:
1.

Technology and Management;

2.

Health;

3.

Education;

4.

Agrarian;

5.

Business Sciences;

6.

Sports and Leisure

All with experience and focus on equipping students with the essential background knowledge, analytical skills and
strategic thinking that employers value highly in the labor market, be it regional, national or international level.
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The Polytechnic and its Schools are located in the Alto Minho, also known as the Green Coast, the north-west region
of Portugal. The Alto Minho is a region rich in cultural heritage. The Minho River, after which the region was named,
forms the natural border between Portugal and the Spanish province of Galicia. Its population density is above the
national average (about 300/Km2). The population is also significantly younger than in the rest of Portugal.

1.2. TYPES OF STUDY PROGRAMS OFFERED
The IPVC offers Undergraduate and Master studies, as well as high technical specialisation courses.

1.3. GRADING SYSTEM
Description of the Institution’s Grading System:
A

18 - 20

Excellent

B

16 – 17

Very Good

C

14 – 15

Good

D

12 – 13

Satisfactory

E

10 – 11

Sufficient

FX

8–9

Fail

F

Less than 8

Fail

Definition:
10 is the pass grade and 20 is the highest grade

ECTS Grading Scale:
In relation to the
Institutional grading
system

% of successful
students normally
achieving the grade

A excellent - outstanding performance
with only minor errors

18 - 20

10%

B very good - above the average
standard with some errors

16 – 17

25%

C good - generally sound work with a
number of notable errors

14 – 15

30%

D satisfactory - fair but with significant
shortcomings

12 – 13

25%

E sufficient - performance meets the
minimum criteria

10 – 11

10%

FX fail - some more work required
before the credit can be awarded

8–9

--

FAIL - some more work
required before the
credit can be awarded

F fail - considerable further work
require

Less than 8

--

FAIL - considerable
further work is
required

ECTS Grade Definition

Definition (only of
failing grades)
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1.4. COURSES OFFERED
EXCHANGE STUDENTS

(a) Undergraduate students
Undergraduate courses in which students can attend tutorials in the english language or Portuguese are the following:
http://internacional.ipvc.pt/en/cursos
st

nd

PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE COURSE (during 1 and 2 semester):

COURSE
Portuguese Language and Culture

ECTS CREDITS
6

THEORY OR PRACTICE
Theory and practice

(b) Master students
The only course taught entirely in the english language is the Master degree in Innovative Tourism Development. The
exchange Master students (for the 20 months mobility) will receive the degree upon completion of all units and final
project (120 ECTS)

1.5.ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Annual calendar is approved in the month of June for the following academic year.
http://internacional.ipvc.pt/en/node/283

Winter semester:
For the undergraduate courses, classes start in the third week of September till mid-February. For the Master courses,
the beginning of classes varies between degree.
Summer semester:
For the undergraduate courses, classes start in the mid-February till June.
Exams
•

1st Semester
End of January to mid-February

•

2nd Semester
Mid-June to end July

•

Special Period
September
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h p://internacional.ipvc.pt/en/node/863

h p://internacional.ipvc.pt/en/node/863

2.3. LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
Applicants should have a good command of the English or Portuguese language.

3. PRACTICAL INFORMATION
3.1. ACCOMMODATION
Accommodation, especially in summer, can be rather difficult due to the many tourists visiting Viana. Nevertheless,
the Polytechnic has five Student Halls. Normally, the Polytechnic tries to place the Incoming students in its Halls of
Residence. Whenever this is not possible, the Polytechnic will make every effort to arrange suitable accommodation,
preferably with other students doing the same course. Compared to other European Countries, the price of
accommodation and food is fairly low.
To support the students, the Social Services [SAS] have five Residences.
1.

Academic Center (Pink Residence);

2.

ESE Residence;

3.

Centro Social e Paroquial de Santa Maria Maior* (Erasmus Residence);

4.

ESA Residence, Refóios - Ponte de Lima.

5.

Pousada da Juventude em Melgaço (youth hostel in Melgaço)*

The Erasmus students stay at Centro Social e Paroquial Santa Maria Maior, known as "Erasmus residence". For those
who came for Agrarian School the residence is on the premises of the school in Ponte de Lima.
*This residence has an agreement with IPVC

3.2. LIBRARIES
You will find six libraries, distributed by the various Schools of IPVC.
The Library Barbosa Romero is the Central Library of the Academy, located on the campus of ESTG, is considered a
landmark of the city, so it is worth visiting it, even if you're not a student of that school!
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3.3. BARS AND CANTEENS
The IPVC has six bars, where products are made available and served cafeteria at social prices, and six canteens that
serve complete meals, distributed across all campus of IPVC.

To

know

the

opening

hours

of

pub,

visit

your

www.ipvc.pt

Portal

(Social

Services

page).

Every week, you can check the menu online, also in your Portal, and decide which of the canteens IPVC want to select
in order to go to lunch on a particular day of the week!

3.4. SPORTS CENTRE OF THE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF VIANA DO CASTELO
The Sports Centre of the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo [CD - IPVC] created in 2003, was designed to provide
excellent conditions in terms of physical well-being and intellectual of all members of its academic population.
In addition to a quality education, it is intended that Sports Centre to promote healthy lifestyle practices.

Through this structure the Polytechnic Institute also seeks to support the student associations in their activities,
encourage student participation in university tournaments and provide its students, faculty and employees of quality
infrastructure for the practice in many areas sport.

On our Sports Centre you can find several activities such as:
Fitness activities like: Aerobics and Step, Capoeira (the Brazilian fight), Cardiofitness, Oriental Dances (free mode),
Ballroom, Hip Hop (Break Dance), Yoga, Judo, Kick Boxing, Kombat, Kung Fu, Tai Chi and Strength.
Facilities at the Sports Centre are located in the Academic Center at Largo April 9.
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3.5. HEALTH OFFICE
The Health Office of the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo (IPVC) offers general medical services for students
and staff.

By creating this service, the IPVC social services intend to:
- Addressing the needs of students and academic community in terms of medical, psychological and nursing;
- Develop awareness and health promotion among students and other academic community.

The development of the services provided by the Bureau of Health is based on results from studies conducted at
academic population of IPVC, which were detected in the intervention needs in health, as well as the analysis of good
practices identified in several higher education institutions EU-level action for health promotion in academia.

With the implementation of these services is intended to help students acquire IPVC healthy habits, dealing with
everyday problems, build their autonomy and decision-making ability, thereby helping to optimize the development of
(inter) personal and improve academic success.

The Health Office covers services in the areas of:
• Psychology
• Psychological Counseling Services
• Psychological consultation and personal development
• Support academic and vocational
• Nursing
• Medical Support
It`s located in the Academic Center at Largo April 9.

3.6. CULTURAL OFFICE OF THE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF VIANA DO CASTELO
The Cultural Office of the Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo (IPVC) was established in March 2007 with the aim
of promoting activities and cultural arts education directed to its academic community, for children and youth of the
region and the wider community. Thus, it is intended to contribute to human development of students, improve the
quality of education by developing their soft skills, as well as narrow the gap between this and the Regional Academy.
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This concept follows the best international practices in terms of supporting activities to students and the most recent
guidelines issued by the level of art education, as stated at the World Conference on Arts Education, UNESCO, held in
Lisbon in March 2006, where it was stated "science and mathematics are very important, but art and the humanities
are indispensable to the imagination and intuitive thought that are behind what is new." (Damasio, 2006).

In parallel, the annual report of the National Council of Education, 2006, published in February 2007, states that "New
paradigms must be considered in education so as to convey a humanist culture through language arts, based on
principles of cooperation and not competition. Basic knowledge of individuals in post-industrial societies must include
flexible intelligences, creative skills, verbal and nonverbal, critical thinking, imagination, cultural understanding and
acceptance of cultural diversity. "

The Cultural Office supports and organizes exhibitions; ateliers; workshops; music; theatre, cultural contests and
support to student`s associations promoting cultural activities. It`s located in the Academic Center, at Largo April 9.
The Cultural Office promotes, through the Academic Community, arts and cultural education.

3.7. COST OF LIVING
The Halls of Residence have double and triple rooms at a cost of approximately 120€/month. Students in Halls have
access to social and study facilities such as TV and study rooms, bar, laundry and students cafeteria. Prices outside the
Halls may vary according to the place and type of accommodation. It is also possible to rent an apartment/flat at a
cost of 375€ to 500€ per month, which could be divided by several students living together.
In the residence halls as well as in the apartments/flats, students must pay a security deposit (same amount as the
rent) for covering eventual damages. The deposit is returned at the end of stay or used to pay the last month rent, if
there is no damage in the room or apartment.
Meals can be taken in one of the student cafeterias or in the lounges of the Schools and Halls. In the town itself there
are many restaurants and cafes serving meals at a reasonable cost.

3.8.FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
We offer (free of charge) to all the incoming students, Portuguese for beginners, as well as English and German at 3
levels (beginners, intermediate and advanced).
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3.9 TRANSPORT TO VIANA DO CASTELO
Viana is a small city. Residence halls are within
walking distance of the Schools.
⇒ From Porto airport to Viana do Castelo
If you arrive in Porto (Francisco Sá Carneiro Airport),
you should take the metro from the airport to
Campanhã Railway Station then, you need to buy a
ticket to Viana do Castelo or to Valenca. Ticket is 2.5
EUR for metro, and for train it's cost around 10 EUR respectively. We advise students who will arrive after 8 pm in
Porto that won’t have any train or bus from Porto (airport) to Viana, you will need to take taxi, which is around 100
EUR, or you can spend night in airport and take train in early morning. Please take into view, that from airport last
metro is going at 00.36 am and first is at 06.00 am.
⇒ From Lisbon airport to Viana do Castelo
If you are going to arrive to Lisbon (Portela Airport), you can take a taxi from the airport in Lisbon to Gare do Oriente
and once here can cash a bus in the Bus Company named AVIC/TURILIS – the bus tickets from Lisbon to Viana do
Castelo or Valença are around 20 EUR. You can also take train from Gare do Oriente to Porto (Campanha train
station), ticket is around 25 EUR, and then from Porto to your host city.
If your host city is Ponte de Lima, you should get to Viana do Castelo, and then from Viana do Castelo bus station,
take bus in the bus company named AUTO VIAÇÃO CURA to Ponte de Lima. Your stop in Ponte de Lima named Refoios
de Lima, there is the ESA and your residence.

⇒ Additional information
Under the following web sites you can have information about train and bus connections to Viana do Castelo:
http://www.cp.pt
http://www.avic.pt (Students/Fellow can take a taxi from the airport in Lisbon to Gare do Oriente and once here can
cash a bus in the Bus Company named AVIC/TURILIS – the bus ticket from Lisbon to Viana do Castelo is around 20
EUR).
http://www.rede-expressos.pt
http://www.eurolinesportugal.com
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3.10.CURRENCY
Euro (€) is the official currency of Portugal and for your purchases you can use cash, as well as credit cards such as
AMEX, VISA, MASTER, MAESTRO, DINNERS, etc.

3.11 BANK ACCOUNT
A bank account per beneficiary will be opened at a local bank upon arrival. The beneficiaries will also be provided with
cash cards, so as to withdraw money from the ATMs at any time. E-banking is possible as well.

3.12 MOBILE PHONE SERVICES
The following mobile companies are the most popular in Portugal:

MEO (http://www.meo.pt)
NOS (http://www.nos.pt)
VODAFONE (http://www.vodafone.pt)

3.13 INTERNET AVAILABILITY
All the beneficiaries of the program can have free Internet access at the Schools of IPVC.
Furthermore, in most residence halls free internet access is included in the rent price.

3.14. COMMUNICATIONS
1)

Telephones

In public telephone booths, coins and special cards can be used. They are sold in Portugal Telecom shops, post offices
and some kiosks and news-stands (with a sign indicating this).
All telephone numbers in Portugal are composed of nine digits. To call from abroad to Portugal, it is necessary to dial
the international access code 00 and the country code 351.
To call abroad from Portugal, dial 00, the country code, the area code and then the number wanted. The dialing codes
of the various countries are affixed in public telephone booths.
2)

Mobile phones

Portugal is one of the countries with the highest number of mobile phone users.
There are three network service providers - MEO, NOS and Optimus – that have roaming agreements with most
international mobile phone companies and provide users with a good coverage nationwide.
The Portuguese Highway Code forbids the use of mobile phones while driving, unless you’re using hands-free
equipment or an earphone, and there are established penalties that can be applied in the event of any infringement.
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3)

Internet

Internet access is available on payment in some cafés and in numerous post offices that have the Netpost service.
In various hotels and public facilities, like Airports, Conference centres, Restaurants, Service Areas in motor-ways and
shopping centres, there are duly marked "wi-fi" areas where it is possible to access wireless Internet.

3.15. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT PORTUGAL
Welcome to Portugal

(a) Language
Portuguese is the official language of Portugal. It is a roman language that has its origins in what is now
Galicia (Spain) and Northern Portugal, coming from the Galician-Portuguese language. It comes from the Latin spoken
by the Romanized Pre-Roman peoples of the Iberian Peninsula around 2000 years ago.
Portuguese is also officially spoken in Brazil, Angola, Mozambique, Cape Verde, São Tomé and Príncipe,
Guinea-Bissau, and East Timor.
The Portuguese territory is located south of the Douro River.
Mirandese is also recognized as a co-official regional language in some municipalities of northeastern
Portugal.

(b) Climate
Portugal is one of the warmest European countries. In mainland Portugal, yearly temperature averages are about 15°C
(55°F) in the north and 18°C (64°F) in the south. Spring and Summer months are usually sunny and temperature
maximum are very high during July and August, with maximums averaging between 35°C and 40°C (86°F - 95°F) in the
interior of the country, 30°C and 35°C in the north. Autumn and Winter are typically rainy and windy, yet sunny days
are not rare either. Temperatures rarely fall below 5°C (41°F) nearer to the sea, averaging 10°C (50°F), but can reach
several degrees below 0°C (32°F) further inland. Snow is common in winter in the mountainous areas of the north,
especially in Serra da Estrela but melts quickly once the season is over. Portugal's climate can be classified as
Mediterranean (particularly the southern parts of the Algarve and Alentejo, though technically on Atlantic shore).
The climate in Portugal varies considerably from one region to another and is influenced by the relief, latitude and
proximity to the sea, which offers mild winters, especially in the Algarve.
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(c) Religion
Church and state were formally separated during the Portuguese First Republic. However, Portuguese society can be
defined as a Roman Catholic, whit 84.5% of the population considering themselves as such.

Many Portuguese holidays, festivals
and traditions have a Christian origin
or connotation. Relations between
the Portuguese state and the Roman
Catholic

Church

were

generally

amiable and stable since the earliest
years of the Portuguese nation.

The country has small Protestant religions too. Protestantism in Portugal
has several denominations actuating mostly of Evangelical Pentecostalinspired cults (eg. Assemblies of God Church in Portugal and Manna) or
Brazilian immigration (eg. Universal Church of the Kingdom of God),
Jehovah's Witnesses, there are also Muslim minorities and Hindus,
Buddhists, agnostics and Spiritualists.
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(d) Culture
Portugal has developed a specific culture while being influenced by various civilizations that have crossed the
Mediterranean and the European continent.
Since the 1990’s, Portugal has increased the number of public cultural facilities, in addition to the "Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation" established in 1956 in Lisbon increased also the "Belém Cultural Center" in Lisbon, "Serralves
Foundation" and the "Casa da Música" both in Porto, as well as new public facilities supporting cultural activities such
as music.

(e) Architecture
Traditional architecture is distinctive and includes the Manueline (also know as Portuguese late Gothic), a sumptuous,
compositive style of architectural ornamentation dating from the early decades of the 16th century and incorporating
maritime elements and representation from the Portuguese Age of Discovery. Modern Portugal has given the World
renowned architects like Eduardo Souto de Moura, Álvaro Siza Vieira and Gonçalo Byrne. Internally, Tomás Taveira is
also noteworthy.
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(f)

Portuguese Wine

Portuguese wines have deserved international recognition since the times of the Roman Empire. Today the country is
well-know by wine lovers and its wines have won several international prizes.
Some of the best Portuguese wines are:

Vinho Verde; Vinho Alvarinho; Vinho do Douro; Vinho do Alentejo; Vinho do
Dão; Vinho da Bairrada; Port Wine (is well-know around the world and the most
widely know wine type in the world); Madeira Wine; Moscatel (from
Setúbal)And Favaios.
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(g) Music
Portuguese music encompasses a wide variety of genres. The most renowned is “Fado”, a melancholy urban
music, usually associated with the Portuguese guitar and "saudade", or "longing" as “Coimbra Fado”, a unique type of
Fado. Our country has internationally notable performers as:
Ana Moura, Mariza, António Zambujo, Amália Rodrigues; Carlos Paredes; José Afonso; Carlos do Carmo; António
Chainho.
One of the most notable Portuguese musical groups outside the country, and specially in Germany, is the Goth-Metal
band Moonspell.
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(h) Planning a Trip in/ to Portugal
→ Winter:
Portugal is a beautiful country, with amazing beaches. This does not mean you can't have fun in Winter. As long as
there is snow, winter sports are available in Serra da Estrela. Additionally we suggest a visit to the islands. Madeira is
one of the most famous with one tropical weather and the companies are low-cost, so students can visit this island
more often.

→ Summer:
If you like sun, you are in the right country. Summer usually starts in the end of May and lasts until the end of
September. When the temperature reaches 25ºC Portuguese people start going to the beach. Erasmus Students are
not so demanding and you can start seeing some North European students on the beach as soon as temperature
reaches 20ºC. Algarve is the most touristic place, however that does not mean it has the best beach. Peniche, Costa da
Capica, Figueira da Foz or Porto Covo are also between the best beaches in Portugal.
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→ Cultural Activities
During Summer you can find many open air festivals held across the country. Every two years, Rock in Rio invades
Lisbon with a week of internationally renowned names.
Most of the students cities have their own student party more than once a year. Coimbra holds one of the biggest
student party in Europe every year, known as "Queima das Fitas". You can also find big student parties in Porto,
Aveiro, Lisboa, Minho, Évora and others.
During the summer many cities and villages have parties dedicated to the patron saint of the city. In Lisbon, the
Santo António festivity, in June is the when most inhabitants fill the streets of the capital. In Viana do Castelo on the
th

20 August there is Nossa Senhora da Agonia, one of the biggest religious festivity in the country, faith and culture are
well represented.
Ponte de Lima, have also festivities known as "Feiras Novas", the students enjoy these events because have music
every nights and Festival Paredes de Coura is one of the favorite festivals by young people.
→ Social Integration:
Portuguese people are normally helpful, hospitable and friendly. Erasmus can lead you to meet a lot of
international people, disregarding the locals. So it is also up to you to make an effort to meet locals.
The best way to get in contact with the local population is to join an association, dance club, sports club or even
school. This could be a sports club, gym, student organization. It is often hard to make friends but once you have a
Portuguese friend you can confide in him/her.
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(i)

Public Transport in Portugal

Public Transportation in Portugal varies a lot from region to region. But it is specially developed in the big cities,
like Lisboa and Porto. Car is also a good and cheap alternative. Furthermore, trains generally run on time.

Railways:
Most of the rail infrastructure is maintained and operated by the state-owned REFER. CP is the company that runs
all regional and inters city trains. Rail infrastructure shows higher developments in the centre and northern cost line.

Buses/ Tramways:
Most cities offer bus routes inside the city managed by a state/municipal/private company. At district level, each
district has it own company. At national level you can find “Rede Expressos” or “Renex”. Buses are usually cheaper and
with more routes to every city; however, trains can offer a good price/ comfort option for popular destinations.
Discounts are available for students.

Tickets/ Passes
Each city has its own ticket system. If you use the bus or metro daily, a monthly pass is recommended,
Daily/weekly and single trip tickets are also available.
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(j)

Portuguese Cuisine

Portuguese cuisine is characterised by rich, filling and full-flavored dishes and is closely related to Mediterranean
cuisine. The influence of Portugal's former colonial possessions is also noted, especially in the wide variety of species
used. Garlic is widely used, as are herbs such as coriander and parsley.

Breakfast is traditionally just coffee and a bread roll. Lunch, often lasting over an hour is served between noon
and 2 o'clock or between 1 and 3 o'clock, and dinner is generally served late, around or after 8 o'clock.
There are three main meals. Lunch and dinner usually include soup.
•

"Caldo Verde" is a common soup, containing potato, shredded cabbage and chunks of chouriço sausage.

•

"Carne de Porco à Alentejana" is a dish consisting of fried pork and clams. It is a poular dish whit a
misleading name, as it actually originated in the Algarve.

•

"Cozido à Portuguesa" is a dish whose ingredients may depend on the cook, it may take beef, pork, salt
pork, several types of enchidos (such as cured chouriço de sangue, linguíça, farinheira, etc.) pig's feet,
cured ham, potatoes, carrots, turnips, chickpeas, cabbage and rice.

•

"Pastel de Nata" is a small custard tart sprinkled with cinnamon.
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•

"Bacalhau ao Brás" is one of the most popular ways to prepare codfish in Portugal. It is made from thin
strips of cod mixed with onions, and thin strips of potatoes bound by eggs.

•

"Francesinha" is a Portuguese sandwich originally form Porto, made with bread, wet-cured ham,
linguíça, fresh sausage like chipolata, steak or roast meat and covered with melted cheese and a hot
thick tomato and beer sauce served with French fries.

•

"Tripas à moda do Porto" consists of cow's stomach served with white beans and is considered the
traditional dish of the city of Porto, whose inhabitants are informally known as tripeiros.

•

"Arroz Doce" is the Portuguese version of rice pudding. It is made with rice, sugar, milk, cinnamon and
lemon, depending on the region of Portugal, it may have egg yok.
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•

"Bolo Rei" is a traditional Portuguese cake, which is usually eaten around Christmas, from December 25
until the "Dia dos Reis" (Literally "Day of Kings", a reference to the three kings) on January 6. The cake
itself is around with a large hole in the centre, resembling a crown covered with crystallized and dried
fruit.

(k) Things to do & Going Out
Ask your local ESN section for the best places to go in your town. Here is some general information:
→ Cinema:
To see a movie in a cinema theatre costs between 6 to 10€. Additional discounts or promotions might be
available.
→ Concerts:
Especially in Lisbon, Porto and Coimbra you can find regular concerts both from national and
international bands. As a below average country in buying power, concerts tend to be cheaper than in the rest of
Europe.
→ Night Clubs:
Each city has its clubs, so check with your local section for a guide to the nightlife. LUX in Lisbon is
known as the best in the country. Usually, if you pay at the door you get one or more drinks included. Drink
prices vary from city to city disco to disco and day of the week.
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(l)

THE CITY OF VIANA DO CASTELO

Viana do Castelo is the most northern North Atlantic City in Portugal, 30 minutes from Oporto's International airport.
Served by major highways and a sea port, it is of easy reach. Visitors can savor the remarkable quality of life enjoyed
by its inhabitants in safety and tranquility, as well as the richness of its natural, monumental and historic heritage, and
its excellent cultural, sporting and social facilities. Viana's diverse landscape, including river, mountain and sea, dazzles
the senses and offers a healthy and pleasant environment for a variety of leisure pursuits.

Its historic centre, especially the medieval heart
(which will be 750 years old in 2008), is enriched by
numerous and precious monuments of the most
diverse architectural styles, giving testimony to the
many centuries of its history.

The centre has been recently improved making the streets and squares even more inviting. Over four kilometers of
walks and urban cycle lanes were completed, with green areas expanded and access for the disabled made easier.

The urban transportation network which includes small electric buses traversing the streets of the medieval centre is
designed to reduce the need for private cars and thus favor the environment.

Along a circular route surrounding the oldest
part of the town are several underground car
parks which, while reducing unsightly surface car
parks that would otherwise scar the nobler part
of town, also make for better access by foot, and
walking more pleasurable.

A number of modern and versatile cultural
spaces - theatres, cinemas, libraries, museums
and auditoriums - offer the perfect surroundings for the cultural enrichment of inhabitants and visitors alike.
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Viana

do

Castelo's

legendary

relationship with the sea not only
shapes its character but infuses the
practice of all types of water sports.
The riverside also offers excellent
mooring facilities for recreational craft.

Several of Viana do Castelo's beaches
have been awarded a "Blue Flag", not
only for their water quality, diversity of
geology and ecosystems, but also for
environmental awareness and safety.

The City's Festivities in August and the richness and uniqueness of Viana's ethnographic traditions make it the capital
of Portuguese folklore. The creativity of its handicrafts, in particular ceramics, jeweler and embroidery, is another
attribute that make this town especially attractive to tourists.
It is worth living in Viana do Castelo!

3.16. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT PRICES IN PORTUGAL
Food and drinks
Prices vary in function of the type of establishment and whether or not the cost includes a table service or esplanade
service, as a result of which the prices presented are purely indicative.
An espresso coffee, which is so popular among the Portuguese and is normally referred to as a “bica”, costs around
€0.70 to €1 at the counter of a traditional café. A galão (cup of coffee with milk) may cost between €1 and €1,50 and a
cup of tea between €1 and €1.50. A glass of natural orange juice costs around €3,50 and a beer or Coca-Cola costs
between €1.5 and €2 A cheese or ham sandwich costs between €2.50 and €3.50 and a slice of toast or cake will be less
than €2.
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If you have a full meal it may be around €8 to €11 per person in a snack bar, between €15 and €20 in a restaurant and
around €30 to €50 in a first-class restaurant or Fado house.

Markets
Milk (regular), 1 liter

0.70€

Loaf of Fresh Bread

0.83€

Eggs (12)

1.50€

Fresh Cheese (1kg)

5.50€

Chicken Breasts (Boneless, Skinless),

7.25€

(1kg)
Water (1.5 liter bottle)

0.75€

Bottle of Wine (Mid-Range)

3.22€

Domestic Beer (0.5 liter bottle)

0.62€

Imported Beer (0.33 liter bottle)

0.95€

Culture
An entrance ticket to a Museum, National Monument or exhibition may cost between €3 and €8. A cinema ticket costs
around €6.50. Theatre tickets may vary between €10 and €30 and tickets for concerts, opera or ballet performances
between €15 and €75.
In order to watch a bull fight, (the bullfighting season is between Easter Sunday and All Saints day), tickets may vary
between €15 and €75, depending on the bull-ring and participants.

3.17. SOME USEFUL PHRASES IN PORTUGUESE
Useful Portuguese Phrases for Meeting and Greeting

Hello....................Ola! (ohlah)
Pleased to meet you!.....Um prazer! (oom prezair)
Good morning!............Bom dia! (bomb deeya)
Good afternoon!..........Boa tarde! (bowah tarde)
Good evening/night!......Boa noite (bowah noyte)
How are you?.............Como esta? (koomoo istah)formal
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What's your name?........Como e que se chama? (Koomoo eh kuh se shamah?)
My name is .....Chamo-me Susan (shamoh meh .....)
I'm American.....Sou (sou)americano/a
I'm British.....Sou britanico/a
I'm Chinese.....Sou Chinese/a
I'm Canadian.....Sou Canadiano/a
Goodbye!.....Adeus! (adayoosh)

GENDER ISSUES!
Adjective endings show if the person or object is male or female. There's "O" endings for MASCULINE and "A" endings
for FEMININE. So it's "obrigado" (male speaker) and "obrigada" - (female speaker.)I indicate possible choice with - o/a.

TIP! Portuguese greetings are FORMAL quite often even with friends and recognize the time period of the day. One
minute past midday and you're talking Afternoon. Just using these phrases for greetings helps you establish more
friendly and respectful relationships.

TIP! Kissing on meeting among friends and
strangers is customary with a peck either side of
the face men to women and woman to woman.
Men shake hands. The Portuguese kissing
routine is hilariously to American and Canadian
kids meeting countless cousins at Portuguese
family reunions!

Useful Portuguese Phrases of Courtesy

Portugal's general communication style is friendly and a reserved tone and ample phrases courtesy. In Lisbon and the
North there's an old time formality been strangers and even among good friends. Here's 5 useful Portuguese phrases
for any situation!

Excuse me!....Com licenca! (kom leesensah)
Please....Faz favor (fash fahvor)
Thank-you very much....Muito/a Obrigado/a (mewto obreegad-oo/ah)
Of course/please go ahead....A vontade! (a vontaduh)
Sorry!....Desculpe! (diskulpe)
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TIP! "COM LICENCA!" a really useful Portuguese phrase for asking
permission to take something like a seat at a table or trying to get past
someone in a crowded cafe or off a Lisbon Tram.

TIP! "DESCULPE!" is a great word for getting attention or service just
about anywhere including Restaurants and Stores.

TIP! If all other useful Portuguese phrases fail you - point to what you need
and simply add "faz favor" on the end! This means your request is still
polite. Use "faz favor" with an object such as "Agua se faz favor!" for "I'd
like some water please!" or "A conta se faz favor!" "I'd like the bill please!"

3.18. REGIONAL AND NATIONAL HOLIDAYS IN PORTUGAL
1 Jan.

New Years Day - Called "Ano Novo" in Portuguese

16 Feb.

Carnaval - Non-fixed date. It is calculated as being 47 days before Easter.

Apr.

Holy Friday - "Sexta-Feira Santa". Friday before Easter. In some regions, this date can be different in
accordance with local tradition.

Apr.

Easter - "Páscoa". First Sunday after the first full moon as of 21 March.

25 Apr.

Dia de Liberdade - Celebration of the end of the "Estado Novo" in 1974.

1 May

Labour Day - "Dia do Trabalhador"

10 June

Dia de Portugal - Official "Dia de Camões, de Portugal e das Comunidades Portuguesas".

15 Aug.

Assumption of Mary - "Assunção de Nossa Senhora".

8 Dec.

Immaculate Conception - "Imaculada Conceição"

25 Dec.

Christmas Day - "Natal"
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3.19. USEFUL INFORMATION
When arriving in a new country, it is always good to have some useful information about the country.
National Emergency: 112
Hospitals:
Centro Hospitalar do Alto Minho (Public Hospital)
Address: Estrada de Santa Luzia – Viana do Castelo
Tel.: + 351 258 829 081
Tel.: +351 258 802 100
Fax: +351 258 802 511
Linha Azul (Emergency Line: +351 258 828 888 (from 08h30 till 13h00 and from 14h00 till 19h30)

Hospital Particular (Private Hospital)
Address: Rua de S. João – Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 808 030
Centro de Saúde (Health Center)
Address: Rua Nova de Santana – Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 829 398
Cruz Vermelha (The Red Cross)
Address: Avenida dos Combatentes da Grande Guerra – Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 822 655
Pharmacy of Service
http://www.viana.com.pt
Bombeiros Municipais (Fire / Accident Municipal Firemen)
Address: Rua São Vincente, Meadela, 4900 Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 828 822 / +351 258 840 400
Bombeiros Voluntários (Fire / Accident Volunteer Firemen)
Address: Rua São José, Monserrate, 4900 Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 820 248 / +351 258 822 613
Policia de Segurança Pública (Police)
Address: Rua de Aveiro, 4901-875 Viana do Castelo
Tel.: +351 258 809 880 / +351 258 822 022
Guarda Nacional Republicana (Police outside town)
Tel.: +351 258 822 041
Taxis
Táxi Fernando, Tlfs: +351 96 580 9940
Táxis Vianenses, Tlfs: +351 258 826 641 / +351 258 822 061 / +351 258 333 971
Táxis Filipe, Tlfs: +351 258 323 946 / +351 964 353 823 / +351 934 353 823
Táxis de Viana, Tlfs: +351 968 451 873 / +351 964 400 804
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Jorge Dantas

We are looking forward to meet you!
you!
IPVC International Office
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